
VENUE (EKS622)
Premium Mini Messenger
For iPad/Kindle/Tablet

You’ll always find spaces for what you need 
during a flight, or your trip to the corner café. 
With its intuitive layout, and black on black 
leather accents, it’s sure to become your 
favorite essentials bag.

Everki’s Intuitive Messenger Design
Store your iPad, Kindle, or other tablet, in the felt-lined and extra-
padded pocket, with generously proportioned top flap for easy 
access. Multiple interior spaces allow you to find everything without 
fumbling around. Protect your passport and cards in the RFID pocket, 
while the mesh pocket is perfect for your wallet. There’s also slots 
for earbuds, pens, a calculator, notepad, and other peripherals. Your 
phone is easily accessible in its own special compartment. The extra 
wide shoulder strap is engineered at an angle to keep the bag close 
to your body. Stylish organization for on-the-go functionality.

RFID Protection
Most contemporary passports, credit cards and smart cards come 
equipped with an RFID micro-chip. Carrying them may make you 
vulnerable to illegal remote scans of the personal information stored 
on them. Identity theft is a serious concern. So we designed the Atlas 
to protect the sensitive data on your passport and credit cards with 
an RFID-protected pocket. Simply slip your passport, credit cards 
or other forms of identification into the secure pocket, and your 
personal and banking information are safe from illegal RFID scans. 

Easy Access Phone Pocket
Everki’s pursuit of quality and innovation is noticeable even in the 
small things. We believe details like the location of the phone pocket 
are critical. That’s why the Venue’s phone pocket is on the outside, and 
in the back, so you can reach it quickly and easily. You don’t have to 
open the flap, or remove the bag, to get to your phone.  

High-Contrast Lining
All Everki interiors are stylish, high-contrast orange because we know 
how frustrating it is to mistakenly leave a compartment unzipped, 
and how difficult it is to organize against a black background. Savvy 
and Stylish.

Large Zippers with Metal Pulls
Have you ever broken a zipper on your favorite bag? We have. That’s why 
we designed the Atlas using durable zippers and metal pulls. So your 
favorite bag can remain your favorite bag.

Lifetime Warranty Protection
You can enjoy peace of mind knowing that with any product  
in the Everki family, you never have to worry about discovering  
a flaw or defect after the end of the warranty period.  
Everki’s Limited Lifetime Warranty protects your purchase  
against manufacturing defects over the entire life of the product.

Specifications
Model: EKS622
Fits laptops up to: 11.5 in (29 cm)
Laptop compartment: 29 x 1.5 x 21.6 cm
External dimensions: 31 x 6 x 26.5 cm
Bag weight: 0.58 kg
Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty


